You are the giver of all good things.
All good things are sent from heaven above,
    rain and sun,
    day and night,
    justice and righteousness,
    bread to the eater and
    seed to the sower,
    peace to the old,
    energy to the young,
    joy to the babes.

We are takers, who take from you,
    day by day, daily bread,
    taking all we need as you supply,
    taking in gratitude and wonder and joy.

And then taking more,
    taking more than we need,
    taking more than you give us,
    taking from our sisters and brothers,
    taking from the poor and the weak,
    taking because we are frightened, and so greedy,
    taking because we are anxious, and so fearful,
    taking because we are driven, and so uncaring.
Give us peace beyond our fear, and so end our greed.
Give us well-being beyond our anxiety, and so end our fear.
Give us abundance beyond our drivenness, and so end our uncaring.

Turn our taking into giving...since we are in your giving image:
Make us giving like you,
giving gladly and not taking,
giving in abundance, not taking,
giving in joy, not taking,
giving as he gave himself up for us all,
giving, never taking.

Amen.